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MESSAGE FROM THE ACTING CEO

IMPLEMENTING STRONG
FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

RISING TO
CHALLENGES IN
TIMES OF CHANGE

During the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the team has continued
to provide enormous support to residents and families, offering
safe, quality, and excellent care through their efforts.

This year, the Queen Victoria Care
(QVCare) team has succeeded in
rising to challenges in times of
change, while implementing strong
foundations for the future.
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Ann
Murray

The aged care sector continues
to be a challenging environment
with ever increasing regulatory
requirements and financial
challenges. We welcomed the
release of the final report from the
Royal Commission into Aged Care
Quality and Safety this year as well
as the federal Government’s $17.7
billion reform package which will
define the direction of the industry
as we move forward.
As we continue to deal with the
Covid pandemic our staff have to be
commended on their commitment,
resilience and adaptability as we
continue to support our residents to
live their best life whilst within the
QV community.
During the year our restructured
Board and Senior Management
team has continued to review and
implement changes in all facets
of the organisation to lay the
foundations for a sustainable future.
Senior management’s focus in
particular has been the Aged Care
Standards, to strengthen our model
of care and realign the organisation
in support of these standards which
reflect the level of care and services,
the community expects from us at
QVC as an aged care provider.

The Board and Executive
Management team were
successful in attaining a
Business Improvement Grant.

Our former CEO, Moira Laverty,
chose to retire this year and we wish
her well in her retirement. Jacqui
Marden, former Executive Manager
Aged Care and Governance has
taken over as Acting CEO. Jacqui
is passionate about the aged care
sector and will ensure that our
workplace continues to provide safe,
high-quality care.

Jacqui
Marden

These 4 projects have
improved the quality of our
resident’s experience and
ensured the sustainability of
QVC well into the future.

This included additional
resources for checking-in
and screening procedures,
increased training in infection
control, and most importantly,
providing care and emotional
support to our residents during
a pandemic.

With 130 years of history in aged
care QV has already adapted to
significant change. I feel that our
current structure is well equipped
to make the right decisions in
the face of a changing operating
environment to ensure that our
residents are able to live their best
lives their way at QV Care and I look
forward to working with the Board
and Senior Management as we face
those challenges.

This is where our staff have
gone above and beyond to
ensure that residents are
engaged and supported
emotionally.

Our Executive Management
and Emerging Leadership
team have embarked
on implementing strong
foundations and improvements
through a range of Business
Improvement Fund projects,
so that QVCare can continue
providing exceptional
aged care, home care, and
retirement living now and
into the future. Independent
Consultants have generously
given their time and provided
invaluable assistance to the
team throughout this process.

On the difficult side, periods
of lockdown across Australia
have led to reduced visits by
loved ones.

We refreshed our unique
model of care in partnering
with residents and families
to live their best life, aligning
with recommendations from
the Royal Commission and the
Aged Care Quality Standards
ensuring that our workplace
continues to provide safe,
high-quality care.
Through this process, we
were able to define areas
that would safeguard the
future of QVCare.

All of our staff – no matter
what role or position –
are central in providing
our residents with care,
support, comfort, and most
importantly, dignity.
They deserve a huge thank
you for working through one
of the most challenging times
in aged care history.
Volunteers have also played a
huge role this year in providing
support to our residents
and staff, working alongside
us every day to make that
difference to residents’ lives.

QVCare could not have
done so well without the
participation of our volunteers,
and we thank you so very
much. You provide love
and care to our residents,
in particular those without
connections or visitors, which
has been all-the-more vital in
recent times.
Looking to the future, we face
an aged care sector with everrising financial and regulatory
challenges, and we are still to
see the on-the-ground impact
of the Royal Commission
recommendations.
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We cannot predict where the
next year will take us, but it is
long overdue that the Federal
Government adequately funds
and supports our older people
to live their lives with the care
and support they so deserve.
Our staff require support to
continue to proudly work in an
industry where many others
dare not go.
QVCare has spent the last
12 months preparing for the
future and implementing
improved systems and
processes to take us into the
new. We have faith in our team,
and see a bright, sustainable
future ahead.
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YEAR AT A GLANCE 2020

JUNE

JULY

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

•C
 ovid-19 lockdown in
place across the aged
care sector.

•T
 hermal scanners are
installed at the QVCare
entrance to ensure the
safety of residents and
staff.

•S
 uccessful recruitment
of Executive Manager
of Clinical Services.

• Aged Care Quality
Commission on-site
review takes place,
QVCare is found to be
fully compliant with
the Aged Care Quality
Commission Standards.

• Projects to beautify our
gardens are completed
with the help of
international students
and Travel with a
Cause volunteers.

• Successful grant
application of $944,911
is announced for a
Business Improvement
Fund to strengthen our
systems and processes.

• Infection Control
Training continues for
QVCare staff, thanks
to funding from Skills
Tasmania.

• Residents enjoy a
Christmas Lights Bus
Tour around the local
community.

•Q
 VCare initiates a
combined review of
our processes and
facilities, to create
a sustainable and
successful future.
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• Staff listening sessions
are established to
plan improvements to
workloads and increase
the quality of resident
care.

•U
 niversity of Tasmania
student placements
continue in a virtual
world, as students
connect with
residents on Zoom for
consultations. Regular
Zoom sessions are
held with students
to understand their
experiences.

• A new digital
dashboard project is
launched following
a grant from End of
Life Directions for
Aged Care, to enhance
QVCare’s palliative care
provision.
• Case conferences are
launched to engage
with residents and
families about changes
to our model of care.
• Our Memory
Support Approach is
established to enhance
the quality of life for
residents living with
dementia at QVCare.

136
Residents
supported

196

Staff employed

30

Volunteers
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• Two trainees complete
our 2020/21 trainee
program intake,
with one gaining
employment at
QVCare.
• Staff complete training
in personal protective
equipment to ensure
they are prepared in
the event of a Covid-19
outbreak, also known
as the “PPE Blitz”.

164

Students on placement

(145 permanent, 51 casual)
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YEAR AT A GLANCE 2021
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JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

•R
 esident Advisory
Committee meetings
are refreshed through
a new partnership to
co-design our of model
of care.

•B
 usiness cases for the
Business Improvement
Fund grant are
submitted, with 16
projects across four
major work streams
across a one-year
period.

•V
 accination clinics are
held to protect our
residents and staff
against Covid-19.

• Our New Structure,
New Initiatives project
is launched, including:

•R
 esident Experience
Journey Mapping is
launched to better
understand and
improve resident
experiences at QVCare.
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Resident committee
meetings

• Nine new trainees
begin the 2021/22
training program
intake.
•F
 ollowing our Resident
Experience Journey
Mapping, a new
Welcoming process
is implemented to
support newly arrived
residents to QVCare.

29

Staff training
sessions

100%
Staff Covid-19
vaccination rate

- Wendy Chamberlain
appointed as Director
of Care, to enhance
our refreshed personcentred model of care
-N
 athaniel Berry
appointed as Catering
Lead, bringing
exceptional new food
concepts in aged care
to QVCare
- improvements

in our
catering systems
and resident meal
experiences as part
of our Business
Improvement Fund

- a new Business
Development
role to develop a
Service in Home
Care framework,
and wellness and
reablement programs,
thanks to a successful
Commonwealth Home
Support Grant
- a review of our
Incident Management
systems to align
with new legislation
introduced through
the Royal Commission
recommendations.

MAY
• A re-roofing project
for the main facility is
completed.

Independent
Living Unit events
throughout the year

JUNE
• Students Against
Racism give a
presentation to
residents, and TasTAFE
migrant students share
their stories.
• The new clinical care
system, including an
electronic medication
management system,
goes live.
• Specialist training
supports Carers
to assist with
administering
medication, reflecting
resident needs and
expectations.
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• Our Clinical
Governance
Framework is
refreshed.

• Pilates every Monday
• Coffee afternoons every other Friday
• Monthly dinners
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OUR STORIES
PAULINE
Residential care resident

SUPPORTED TO LEARN NEW SKILLS
Pauline was born in Tasmania and married
her childhood sweetheart, Robert, with
whom she has two daughters and a son.
Life as a working mum was busy, but Pauline
feels happy and fulfilled. She is in her
second year at QVCare and enjoys a full life
participating in the varied activities on offer,

forming new friendships and rekindling old
ones from her life in Tasmania.
Pauline has always had a fear of water for
as long as she can remember. But with the
support of the QVCare water therapist,
Pauline bravely decided to give it a go and
now swims three times a week!

MAGGIE
Residential care resident and Chair
of the Resident Advisory Committee

MAKING CONNECTIONS WITH A SMILE
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Pauline: I don’t sit in my room, I try to get
involved with other things going on. I go to
the pool, I go to exercises, I go to cooking and
craft, and jewellery making. Whatever pops
up, I’m there. I never feel lonely here, there’s
always things going on.
The garden is my favourite place, most
definitely. I love gardening. I used to do it at
home. When my house was sold, the man that
bought it came here with a lovely plant from my
garden and put it in my courtyard. I used to miss my
old garden, but I don’t now because I just have to
walk out the door.
I love walking as well, I go walking a lot. I tell them at
the desk so they know that I’m going and where I’m
going, and I feel very safe with that.
On Mondays, Tuesdays, and Fridays, I go to the
swimming pool. I got started when I came here,
which has been wonderful. I feel very confident
and at ease with the staff who stay with me and
guide me. It took a lot of courage for me to enter
the water, but I’m very proud of what I’ve achieved.
Before, I wouldn’t take my children swimming
because I couldn’t swim, now I’ve learnt how to do
breaststroke. It still makes me smile when I realise, I
can swim.
I’ve been here two years and I have never had
any worries at all. The staff are very caring
and if you’re worried about something, you
just have to go and talk it out with them and
they help. Everyone is so friendly and kind, and
there’s always a smile to share.

Maggie was born in Scotland and lived
in many countries, including Canada and
Zimbabwe, before moving to Tasmania.
Maggie has two children, Fiona and Fergus,
from her marriage with first husband, who
passed away some years ago. She met
her second husband while working as a

Maggie: I came to QVCare visiting
a resident some years ago and was
very impressed with what I saw and
heard. I felt the warmth, and the
people were very welcoming. Then,
when I realised I couldn’t be in my
daughter’s home with three flights
of stairs anymore, I felt immediately
this was the place for me.
The Resident Advisory Committee
meet once a month. It’s a discussion
for points of view to be brought
forward, which is very important
between residents, and between
residents and management. This is our
home, and home is only maintained by
happiness and consideration of each
other.
When one of our Directors attended
the meeting, it was mentioned that
things could be brightened up a
little bit. Two days later, the Director
approached management and within a

physiotherapist. Maggie feels she has had
a blessed and eventful life, throughout
which she says her work helping people
has been the best tonic. Maggie has been
at QVCare for five years and is the Chair of
the Resident Advisory Committee, where
she encourages happiness and friendship.
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week the dining room was completely
repainted, with pictures put up and
colourful little posies of flowers on
every table. It is just a joy to see and a
lovely feeling.
Some people take a little bit of time to
settle in here, which is understandable,
but people soon join in different
activities and recognise each other. It’s
always nice to smile, say hello, and you
find a smile given back to you. If I can
make someone smile, I know it’s been
a good day.
I’ve had a busy life and I think it’s
nice to feel I’m still doing things.
Our weekly program planner has
activities on one side and meals
for the week on the other. I have
lots of visitors, I go to the gym,
I go to the craft class. I feel very
blessed. We are so well looked
after, with love and kindness, and
the care given is really remarkable.
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DAWN AND WILF
Residential care residents

A HAPPY LIFE, TOGETHER
Dawn and Wilf met at a dance in Hobart
at the age of 17 and have been together
ever since. The couple built a home in
Lindisfarne, not far from QVCare, where
they lived their whole lives. They have
three children, four grandchildren, and
recently became great grandparents.

Dawn: We had put our names down
at QVCare about 20 years ago, and
we used to get reminders that a unit
was coming up, but always felt that
we were still able to manage things
ourselves.
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‘Wilf was my carer, but then he got
sick and there was no way we could
stay at home. We found it difficult for
a while, but we can’t fault anything
here. The food is great, the staff are
wonderful, and we’ve got a nice sunny
room – if there is any sunshine!
Wilf: When we first came here to visit
20 years ago, it was number one.
They’ve kept that quality, it’s never
changed, so we’re lucky.
Dawn: We spend a lot of time
together. When we go out into the
lounge room we can see the river, and
there’s plenty of activities if we want
to join in. We have our lunch together
and then we come back and I have tea
with Wilf, and we have a few games
of cards – he always wins! Wilf has a
drop of wine in the afternoons and
sometimes I’ll have one with him.

When they moved to QVCare nearly 12
months ago, Dawn and Wilf chose separate
rooms next door to each other – they say
it makes for a happy marriage, and have
been together 71 years and counting!

AUDREY AND HANS
Residential care resident, Hans, and his wife, Audrey

Wilf: I’ve got my own little fridge
in the corner, so we had some
champagne for the AFL Grand Final
this year. I go to the men’s lunches
and bus trips. We went to a hotel and
it was raining, but we had scallops
and Mark [a volunteer] kept everyone
laughing and talking. He’s a great
spark, and a real spitting image of a
man in the right role. He can make
anybody laugh.
Dawn: You couldn’t fault the staff.
They’re great – they come in in the
morning, open up your blinds, with
a bright smile that starts your day.
Our sons and daughters wanted
us to be safe, and they’re happy
to know that we are getting looked
after. We’re very happy. I would
recommend it to anybody.

PART OF THE FAMILY
Hans was born in Sweden before moving
to Norway, and enjoyed an illustrious
career in dentistry while running a
successful international business. Hans
met Audrey when he came to Australia
and describes her as the love of his life.
Together they share a son, Marcus.

Audrey: When it was clear that
Hans would have to be in full-time
care, he was offered this beautiful
room with the mountain and river
view. When he first looked out
there, he said it looked like Norway.
We were very happy to have such
a lovely room. I tell you, he’s got a
better view than me at home!
In the early days, Hans would go to
the men’s lunches. He always liked
that. But now he finds it difficult to
communicate, so he’s happy to stay in
his room and enjoy the view. It’s good
that he has that choice. We’re close
to the main lounge, so with the door
open we can actually enjoy the music
from the room. He’s got a very comfy
recliner chair, he watches a bit of TV,
nods off – he has no complaints.
I’m in here virtually every day. I spend
a few hours in the middle of the day
with him. I always feel very welcome,
it’s like a family atmosphere. I never
feel like I’m in the way and the staff
have got to know me. Family and
relatives and friends are very welcome
– and that’s important I think.

Before Hans came to QVCare just
over two years ago, the couple lived
locally in Lindisfarne, and Audrey still lives
in the family home just a short walk away.
Audrey visits Hans on most days and feels
that she’s now part of the furniture.

The staff are very caring and they get
to know the residents. This year there
was a Covid display where people
were able to do drawings and write
how they felt that Covid had affected
them. That was amazing. They do have
a lot of creative people amongst the
staff, it just makes everybody smile.
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‘The food is good too – I sometimes
book in for a meal, that’s a really good
service because sometimes I just
think, I really don’t want to go home
and cook today! Christmas Day I come
in and have lunch with him as well,
they put on a special lunch.
My daughter who is a
paramedic said “mum, this
is one of the best homes I’ve
been in, and we go to a lot of
homes”, so that made me feel
better. It’s a good place.
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ELIZABETH
Registered Nurse at QVCare

LIFELONG DREAMS REALISED

KEN
Independent Living Units resident and Chair of the
Independent Living Units Residents Committee

Elizabeth started at QVCare in April 2000
as a Carer, and always had dreams of
becoming a Registered Nurse. In 2017,
Elizabeth decided to take the leap and
begin her Bachelor of Nursing degree.
She studied while working full time and

taking care of her four children, and is
now transitioning from a student nurse to
Registered Nurse in clinical care at QVCare.
Elizabeth enjoys giving residents and their
families holistic support and helping them
through changes in their lives.

A LONG HISTORY OF CARE
Ken spent his career working for major
banks in Tasmania, New South Wales, and
Victoria. In 1993, he became a member
of the QVCare Board and later became
Chair – a position he held for 20 years,
overseeing numerous developments during
that time.
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Ken: The home is unique. This
is its 130th year of continuous
operation, and it is the largest
independent care home in the
state. Even though we are old,
we are always agile and forwardthinking. When I was Chair of the
QVCare Board, anything we did,
before we committed, we’d say “it’s
got to show a direct, tangible benefit
to the residents”. The whole focus was
always on excellence of care.
We have a beautiful spot here and
some natural attributes. You walk
through the high vaulted ceilings and
corridors, we have an auditorium with
a stage, we look straight out onto the
mountain. A lot of people can’t go to
five-star hotels, but we have created
one here.
Me and my wife love living here. It’s
a great village atmosphere. There’s a
lot of support. If our fridge or stove
or washing machine dies, we let them
know and, ding, we get a new one. It
takes the pressure away from you, and
importantly, your family. They don’t
have to worry.

Nearly seven years ago, Ken and his
wife decided to make the move to an
Independent Living Unit at QVCare. He
became Chair of the Independent Living
Units Residents Committee in November
2020, and encourages people to experience
the full benefits of life in aged care.

We live pretty much as we did in our
house beforehand. But the nice thing
is when we go away to Queensland
for five or six weeks a year, we just
close the door and when we come
back the lawns are mowed, the garden
has been watered. There is a peace of
mind and convenience.
The Independent Living Units
Residents Committee was formally
constituted in November 2020, so
we could represent the interests of
the residents to management and
the Board. We do a huge range of
things. This year, we had 34 different
activities ranging from committee
meetings, to residents’ meetings, to
afternoon tea, which we started during
Covid because people couldn’t go out.
You would probably have trouble
speaking to anybody who has had
a longer association with Queen Vic
than me. Both my parents came
here, my wife’s mother, and her
auntie too. We’ve had a very
personal experience and seen how
much people improve when they are
here. The only message I would send
to people is, don’t leave it too late!

Elizabeth: I feel like I’ve got a caring
nature and I wanted to express
that. Don’t get me wrong, Carers
are very valuable and, having
been one, I feel that Carers are the
legs behind all the big things that
happen at the home. But it’s been a
burning desire in me all my life to be a
Registered Nurse, so I applied through
the University of Tasmania and luckily
was accepted.
It’s been a journey – it wasn’t easy to
start off. But I think once you’re on
top of the role and making sure that
the residents are taken care of, you’re
coming away knowing that you’ve
done your bit to help them.

I look at residents as if they are my
parents or grandparents. By giving the
care that I would like them to receive,
it gives me a personal satisfaction. I
come home feeling happy with what
I’ve given them. We work with the
families to make sure they feel a part
of the decision making too.
You’re looking at people individually,
doing things for them in their own
ability, and advocating loudly for what
needs to be done to allow them to live
a good quality life. It’s good to give
them that.
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With what’s going on in the world,
QVCare has stayed on top of every
situation. Covid has done a lot in
the last 12 months, and I think the
home is embracing it in a good way
– they’re moving forward. Supporting
the families and residents equally
has helped us get through this tough
time. The model is to provide for the
residents the best care possible and
ensuring that we give them the quality
of care that they need.
QVCare has always been there for
me, they have supported me in
a lot of things, especially during
my study time. I’ve not had any
problem going to them and asking
for support. I’m happy to be here,
I love the older generation I enjoy
working with them very much.
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CAROLE, MARK, AND ANDREA
Volunteers at QVCare

SUPPORTING COMMUNITY

Carole: I was employed here for
20 years and then I retired and
came back as a volunteer! I’ve been
volunteering now for about three
and a half years.
I know the inside-outs of this
home. It’s an amazing home; there
aren’t million-dollar views here, there
are two-million dollar views! We have
the mountain and the bridge, the
whole lot.
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I take the trolley around with
chocolate, chips, soap, and oddsand-ends like that. I help in the art
and craft room, and I go on the bus
trips; we take some of the residents to
Eastlands to do their shopping every
fortnight, so I help with that.
I love talking to the residents and
having a bit of a joke and a chat with
them. You do get quite close to them.
I’ve had a lot of highlights. I’d just like
to see it continue on and grow.
Mark: I’ve been here for about eight
months, so I’m a new boy on the
block. I volunteer on a Monday and
Tuesday and it’s absolutely fantastic.
It’s one of the best decisions I’ve ever
made.
We do a men’s lunch each week and
we have a general chit chat. We may
have a bit of a joke, talk about footy,
or talk about something the residents
have done in the past. To see the
positivity that comes out of that and
the men just having a laugh together
and being laid back, it’s really good.

services, offering conversation
and compassion, and building
mutually rewarding relationships within
our community. Carole, Mark, and Andrea
are three volunteers who have generously
given their time.

I just can’t speak highly enough of the
environment and the staff here. The
friendliness, the assistance they offer
me each day, and what I’ve learned
from them is really positive. I’m not
afraid to ask a question and it doesn’t
matter who you ask, you always get
help.
If someone said to me, “I’m thinking
about sending my mum, dad, whoever,
to Queen Vic, what do you think about
it?” I wouldn’t hesitate. I’d say, “put
your name down on the paper as
quick as you possibly can”. And that
truly comes from the heart.
Andrea: I’ve volunteered at the home
for about 12 years. I do nailcare of an
afternoon and help out if there’s other
activities going on. Some residents
have never had their nails painted, and
they come for a bit of relaxation.
I enjoy working with older people. I
find I can relate to them. We have a
laugh and a joke. We always end up
talking about something in the garden,
or some old music.
I think QVCare is one of the best
homes out there – they have a lot of
activities and the staff are wonderful.
They help out the best they can,
and I get on really well with
them. They really appreciate the
volunteers here.
I’d like to do it as long as I can.
I might do it until I’m 100, you
never know!

OUR SERVICES
QVCare has provided tailored aged care services for older
people for 130 years. We are committed to delivering safe, quality
care for our residents, and we are extremely proud of our range of
services and programs to support residents to live their life, their way.

RESIDENTIAL CARE
Residents say this isn’t aged care, this is our home. The rooms are our houses,
the hallways are our streets, the communal areas are our neighbourhood.
QVCare is a community.
We partner with our residents and families in everything we do, and our services
are genuinely unique. From the very beginning, we offer residents and families
an orientation service with our Client Liaison Officer and Welcome team;
and when life changes, a full case review process every step of the way
ensures residents and families are part of every decision.
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RESIDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
A FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO
RESIDENTIAL CARE
Our residents are unique, and our
care should be too. That’s why at
QVCare, we are always looking for
new ways to help residents take the
lead with our range of programs and
services on offer.
The QVCare Resident Advisory
Committee was first launched in 2019
and empowers residents to co-design
their care. The Committee meets
once a month is 100 percent resident
led. Management is allowed to attend
by invitation-only and meetings are
facilitated by an external volunteer.
Giving residents the space to discuss
important issues and offering
meaningful engagement means
that the care we provide is led by
the people who matter most – the
residents.

The Resident Advisory
Committee represents
residents at QVCare and
their families.
We work on co-designing with the
residents so they can live the life
they want. We consult to evaluate
projects and make decisions on
priorities that align with QVCare’s
Strategic Plan, in partnership with
the Resident Advisory Committee.

LIFE AT QVCARE

This year, as every other year at QVCare,
volunteers have played a crucial role in
providing exceptional care for residents
and families. A team of 30 dedicated
volunteers has provided invaluable
support by helping to run activities and

I report back to staff,
management, and the Board
on progress towards our
achievements in areas
identified by the group.
Jacqui Marden, Executive
Manager Aged Care and
Governance, Operations at QVCare
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PERSON-CENTRED APPROACH PROJECT
The people at QVCare are unique, and we are always
looking to meaningfully engage with them. Our
Person-Centred Approach Project continued this
year, ensuring that residents, relatives, and staff
remain at the centre of our model of care.

A SAMPLE OF ACTIVITIES FROM
OUR LIFESTYLE AND LIVING
PROGRAM THIS YEAR
Individual welcoming and orientation “settling
in” process
Celebrating new residents’ stories
Wellness Centre for fun and fitness, including a
gym, pool, and hydrotherapy sessions
Mindfulness and meditation sessions
Resident chats with management to support
a true partnership fostering conversations,
engagement, and improvements

LIFESTYLE AND LIVING PROGRAM
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
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We model our programs on the wants
and needs of residents. As a result,
our Lifestyle and Living program is
both flexible and comprehensive.
We offer residents a full suite of
activities designed to meet their
interests and abilities. The team work
tirelessly to make events as engaging
and joyful and possible, with excellent
feedback from residents and families.
Although this year, we have
continued to face challenges as a
result of Covid-19 restrictions, the
team has always found a way to
create happiness and connectedness.
We are thrilled to have been able to
provide a full program of leisure and
lifestyle activities.

Community choir
Movie afternoons
Indoor bowls
Bus trips to enhance connections
with the local area
Men’s shed and men’s lunches

We launched a range of individualised initiatives,
including a Memory Support Program and personal
nutritional assessments, which are tailored to
engage with the uniqueness of each resident –
resulting in enriched lives and improved clinical
outcomes.
We worked to map resident experience journeys
through our Partnerships Engagement Strategy,
reaching out to residents and families to discuss
their needs when they choose to live at QVCare.
Using these insights to refresh our model of
care, our welcoming process now reflects the
touch points that were highlighted, enriching the
connection between residents, families, and staff.
Our Wellness and Reablement Program continued
to promote healthy ageing, with some outstanding
stories and results for residents participating in gym
and pool activities – this includes individual and
group sessions, such as Chair Fun and Fitness. We
are incredibly proud that our dedicated Wellness
Lead, Therese Best, won the Aged and Community
Services Australia Employee of the Year for
Tasmania in 2021.

Gardening
Music with a view
Happy hour
Auditorium themed events
Video calls with support and technology to
speak with loved ones

We’ve done a men’s lunch
at one of the local hotels
and a lunch with the ladies
as well. We do activities,
setting up events, we even
had AFL Grand Final day. It’s
positive fun, and everybody
goes out of their way to try
and make the residents happy.
Mark, Volunteer at QVCare

There is an outing every second
Friday to Eastlands, a local
shopping centre, and that’s good.
It’s shopping then a cup of coffee or
tea, and then back for lunch.

FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD
At the heart of every home is the kitchen.
Good meals and memories contribute to
quality of life, which is vital to positive
clinical outcomes. We understand that an
enjoyable meal experience is important to
our residents and families, so our Catering
team offers exceptional seasonal menus
using fresh produce.
At QVCare, residents co-design every part
of their lives – and food is no different. This
year, residents have been working with
the Catering team to revise menus and
collaborate on a Resident Meal Experience
Project to ensure we are meeting the brief.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, we have
faced some challenges in ensuring we
are dining in a socially distanced manner.
However, we have been able to continue
our themed events in our auditorium while
keeping in-line with Government regulations.
Our resident families are always welcome to
have a meal or a coffee in our beautiful space
with stunning views, to ensure this is a home
residents can share with their loved ones.
Our new Catering Lead, Nathaniel Berry, has
bought exceptional talent and passion to the
role, while always seeking to bring variation
and excitement to the meal experience for
our residents.
We are proud of our Catering team, who
pull out all the stops to make a resident’s
food wish come true. The team has worked
hard this year to enhance our textured
modified diets for residents, and has been
ever committed to making sure the food
experience at QVCare is varied, fun, and
brings back memories of high teas, pancake
days, Christmas in July, and more.
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KEEPING PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF WHAT WE DO

You don’t have to get
whatever’s given, you
get choices of what’s
on the menu. I say, “you
didn’t get that at home!”
Audrey, relative of resident

Maggie, residential care resident
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CLINICAL MANAGER SYSTEM

CLINICAL CARE

NEW TECHNOLOGY CREATING NEW
CONNECTIONS

Providing clinical care according to the needs of
residents is an important part of our services. We are
committed to providing safe, quality care according to best
practices and evidence-based research.

The role of communication has changed in our
lives in recent years, and at QVCare we want our
technology to reflect that. A major change to
our clinical care systems this year was upgrading
our former database to a fully electronic care
management system – Telstra Health Clinical
Manager – which went live on 29 June 2021.
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CLINICAL GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

MEDICATION MANAGEMENT

A COMMITMENT TO SAFE, QUALITY CARE

ENHANCING SYSTEMS, IMPROVING CARE

This year, our Management team
implemented a new Clinical Governance
Framework to ensure that our systems and
processes align with best practices in clinical
care. Reviewing and refreshing our model
has allowed us to make improvements to the
experiences of residents and their families.

PALLIATIVE CARE

HOLISTIC ASSESSMENTS
This year, we launched multidisciplinary
meetings, whereby all resident reviews take
place through a roundtable of allied health,
medical, pharmacy, and clinical and care
staff, to ensure holistic assessments and care
plan processes are implemented for every
resident on entry.

Through a grant from End of Life Directions
for Aged Care (ELDAC), we were able to
strengthen our palliative and end-of-life
approach, including through the recruitment
of a dedicated Clinical Nurse Specialist. Case
conferences in partnership with residents
and relatives are now a major component of
our co-designing process, ensuring residents
and families are prepared and supported.

ON-SITE PHARMACY SERVICE

CLINICAL INDICATORS

SERIOUS INCIDENT RESPONSE SCHEME

We have increased our suite of clinical
indicators through the Clinical Governance
Framework, including quality of life, resident
experience, happiness, meals, social
and spiritual connection, wellbeing, and
reablement. We also report hours of care,
incidents, falls, and medication usage. This
assists us to assess our standards of care for
residents and families, and identify areas of
improvement if needed.

During the commencement of the Australian
Government’s Serious Incident Response
Scheme (SIRS) on 1 April 2021, we reviewed
our Incident Management System and
launched a critical systems analysis tool and
root causes analysis training. This means
when there is an adverse incident, we have
a formalised approach to reviewing and
improving our quality of care and practices.
Open disclosure is a key part of this review,
to ensure transparency in our processes.

Our partnership with Lindisfarne Amcal
Pharmacy means that we are able to offer
an on-site Pharmacist, Maria Berbecaru, to
engage with staff, residents, and families.
We are proud that Maria was recognised by
the Pharmaceutical Society of Australia in
an award for Early Career Pharmacist of the
Year.

This year at QVCare, we established a new
electronic medication management strategy,
involving a major change in our process
of administering, storing, and distributing
medication to residents.
After consulting with our Resident Advisory
Committee, we identified some key areas
of improvement, including reduced waiting
times for medications and more flexibility
of when medication is administered. We
then launched a policy procedure review, a
competency skill assessment process, and
specialist staff training to enable care staff to
develop new skills in assisting residents with
their medications.
Alongside these improvements, we
implemented new technology and assistance
for staff administration. We now have a
new electronic and sachet system, with
lighter-based trolleys, and we have divided
the medication management workload to
include our newly trained specialist care staff.
For residents, this means reduced waiting
times and more flexibility in receiving their
medication.

In preparation for our new system, we conducted
a full review of all residents’ assessed care needs.
This gave us the opportunity to strengthen
our person-centred care approach by creating
individualised care plans, in partnership with
residents and families.
The new Clinical Manager system includes a
direct SMS and email to families through what
is called “message manager”, providing the
opportunity for a day-in-the-life of residents to
be shared. Additionally, important care changes
and notes from GPs, pharmacies, or allied health
services can be shared directly with residents’
relatives and networks. The new system has
played an important role in improving our digital
communications at QVCare, and enhances the
connections between residents and their care
givers.
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We ensure that our clinical care services operate according to the
highest standards, with state-of-the-art facilities and processes, so
that residents and families can have peace of mind knowing they
are receiving the best possible care, on their terms.

Sometimes we drive through the CBD
so the residents can have a look
at the changes through the
city over the years. We asked
residents where they used to live
and we’d go to their suburb.
Christine, Carer at QVCare
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SUPPORTING PEOPLE INTO A CAREER IN AGED CARE
At QVCare, we are committed to shared learning, personal
development, and innovation in everything we do.
This year, QVCare has continued its unique partnership
with the University of Tasmania to host placements for
medical, paramedic, pharmacy, and nursing students.
Through our on-site Professional and InterLearning Centre,
students are supported to gain real-world insights into
aged care working, enhancing their future career prospects
and bringing a richness to their educational experience.

HOLISTIC CARE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
RESIDENTS
Another focus for this year has been our
holistic case reviews with families, GPs,
pharmacies, and allied health services –
including referrals to geriatrician, dementia,
or palliative specialist services.
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We have reviewed and enhanced our clinical
care model with the addition of Access GP
services, including an onsite Registered
Nurse, GP, and an optional Geriatrician
through telehealth reviews. The improvement
in our onsite pharmacist service has had
ground-breaking results, helping not only
to set new standards for aged care services,
but most importantly, enhancing resident
experiences.

ADOPTING NEW TECHNOLOGY TO
SUPPORT OUR PALLIATIVE CARE
Palliative care can be an emotional experience
for residents and families alike. That’s why
we dedicate considerable time to continuous
quality improvement to our palliative care
services, ensuring that residents receive the
support they deserve.
This year, QVCare partnered with End of
Life Directions for Aged Care (ELDAC) to
implement an innovative digital dashboard that
will enhance QVCare’s palliative care service
provision.
The digital dashboard is able to assist QVCare
staff in undertaking assessments and care
planning, while helping to place palliative
and end-of-life care at the forefront of our
service-level processes. From an administrative
perspective, the digital dashboard can enhance
the management of palliative events and offers
the opportunity to run demographic audits to
assist in allocating care and nursing workflow.
These features have shown to directly improve
person-centred outcomes within palliative care
approaches, and help to support the work of
clinical care staff in planning and discussing
palliative care with GPs, families, and residents.

Every team member is involved
in providing palliative care. The
ELDAC digital dashboard
aligns with our model
of person-centred care,
and helps us to focus on
residents’ clinical
needs and preferences
through data collection.
Stacey Smith, Clinical Nurse
Specialist at QVCare

As a result of these benefits, after a trial period,
the decision to adopt the digital dashboard
into the QVCare service workflow was made.
Already, the dashboard has produced notable
improvements in care outcomes related to
advanced care planning, recognising end-of-life,
and assessing palliative care needs.

Making time to connect with people who are in the golden
years of their lives brings benefits for both students and
residents alike, and many students who come through the
QVCare program later secure themselves a career in the
sector.

Ken, Independent Living
Unit resident and Chair
of the Independent Living Unit
Residents Committee

We are also committed to providing QVCare staff
with opportunities to progress professionally. We
offer assistance to those who wish to gain additional
qualifications, from business, to catering, to infection
control, to training and assessment, to leisure and lifestyle.
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ACCESS TO SPECIALIST SERVICES

We are unique in that we
have a whole range of
young undergraduates
coming through – nurses,
doctors, paramedics,
pharmacy, psychology. They
spend a month or so in
the home, and they start
to become interested in
a career in aged care.

At QVCare, we recognise the critical value of
timely and meaningful access to residents’
health and care data that the dashboard offers,
as well as the huge potential for the dashboard
to support meaningful care planning in the
future.
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INDEPENDENT LIVING UNITS
We recognise that many people wish to remain living independently
for as long as possible, and we support residents to do so.
QVCare has 48 units in stunning landscaped gardens, where people can live
independently and call on support when needed. Our Independent Living Units
offer a relaxed lifestyle, along with flexible services to assist residents to maintain
their quality of life and connections.
Services can be accessed on a temporary or permanent basis, and include
domestic help, personal care, and meals, as well as emotional support, therapies,
and activities. Independent Living Units residents also have access to our stateof-the-art facilities, such as our wellness gym and pool.

INDEPENDENT LIVING UNITS RESIDENTS COMMITTEE
CHAMPIONING EXCEPTIONAL CARE

The Committee has been meeting
informally for approximately five
years. In November of last year, we are
proud to have formally constituted
the Committee under the Retirement
Villages Act 1986, so that residents can
formally represent their interests to
QVCare management and the Board.

The Committee is led by resident Ken
Stewart as Chair, who expertly leads
the group to explore how investments
and improvements can be made to
benefit all Independent Living Unit
residents. With the support of QVCare
management, the Committee has hosted
34 activities this year alone, ranging
from Committee meetings to resident
meetings, to social events.
QVCare is delighted to see the newly
formalised Committee producing
excellent outcomes for residents, and we
will continue to work with the group to
improve the Independent Living Units
experience for years to come.

OUR SPACES
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QVCare is abundant with thoughtfully designed architecture, beautiful gardens, and
state-of-the-art facilities – with sweeping river and mountain views to top it all off.
Residents can enjoy a wide range of spaces on offer, from small intimate lounges for
chats with friends and relatives, to our impressive auditorium with live music, happy
hours, themed lunches, and movie nights.
Our hair and beauty salon gives residents the chance to relax and be pampered, or
they may prefer to drop into the garden lounge for a cooking or craft activity. Plus, the
ever-popular wellness centre includes a pool and gym for both fun and fitness; and
our convenient on-site allied health, pharmacy, and doctor clinics means staff can help
residents to meet their clinical needs with minimal hassle.

LIFE AT QVCARE
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We understand that independence and
autonomy are of upmost importance to
the residents of our Independent Living
Units. Through the Independent Living
Units Residents Committee, residents
collaborate with QVCare management
to shape and improve the facilities and
services on offer.

ENHANCING OUR SPACES
Our committee tries to enhance connection and interaction,
and we’re getting the most enthusiastic and excellent support
from the management team.
We have some unique features in the units that set us apart
from the others. We’ve got touch stoves and touch ovens, a full
sprinkler system, a nurses’ station near the units, with support for
people coming in to be taught about the features of the place.

We are proud of our exceptional spaces at QVCare, but we are not ones to rest on
our laurels. Over QVCare’s long history, we have continually considered how we can
enhance our spaces to improve the wellbeing, lifestyles, and clinical outcomes of
residents – which all adds up to a better quality of life. This year has been no different,
as we launched a range of projects to ensure we continue exceeding expectations
with our spaces and facilities.

Ken, Independent Living Unit resident and Chair of the Independent
Living Unit Residents Committee
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We put in a lot of
raised garden beds
and herb gardens.
Some of the residents
went to Bunnings and
purchased things and
picked out all the flowers
and plants and herbs to
put in the garden. Then
the gardener Sam and I
put in raised garden beds
so it’s easier for the
residents if they want
to go out weeding or
planting or picking.

UPGRADED AIR CONDITIONING
COMFORTABLE RESIDENTS,
WHATEVER THE WEATHER
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The air conditioning upgrade
project was completed in
only two weeks, compared
to the allocated three weeks,
which is a testament to the
planning and implementation
conducted by QVCare.
Shaun Andrews, IT and Property
Manager at QVCare

A NEW POOL HEAT PUMP
INCREASING EFFICIENCY
AND LOWERING COSTS
Many of our residents enjoy the pool and
all of the health and wellbeing benefits it
has to offer. However, the pool had been
previously heated through an inefficient
and expensive gas-based system. However,
after careful research, it was determined that
switching to an electric-based heat pump –
whilst retaining the gas system as a backup
measure – gave us an extra level of reliability,
in addition to lowering running costs and
being better for the environment by saving
energy.

Christine, Carer at QVCare

COURTYARD GARDENING PROJECT
SOWING SEEDS OF HAPPINESS
The varied and blooming gardens at QVCare
bring joy to many of our residents, with
courtyards, a community veggie patch,
lawns, and raised beds on offer throughout
our facility.
This year, a team of volunteers from Travel
with a Cause came to help residents spruce
up the Murphy Breezeway Courtyard.
Residents were able to select their choice of
plants, while the volunteers assisted with the
planting and labour. In many cases, residents
were able to transport plants from their
previous houses to the QVCare gardens.
Now, residents can look out at the plants
they love and soak up the stunning colours
of the garden.
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REPLACING THE ROOF
SAVING ENERGY, SAVING
THE ENVIRONMENT
A major project undertaken by QVCare has
been to replace the roof on our main facility.
The former tiled roof had served its purpose
over many years and needed to be replaced,
so we took the opportunity to enhance
the roof with a more durable and energyefficient option.
The roof was replaced over a period of
14 months and, as a result, our building is
now easier to maintain and operate. We
have experienced a significant reduction in
electricity usage and a better retention of
temperature within the facility, to the benefit
of our residents.

LIFE AT QVCARE

We undertook a project to install new air
conditioning units across multiple areas of
QVCare, meaning that residents have fully
adjustable temperatures in their rooms.
The results have already started to become
apparent, with increased resident satisfaction
and a reduced power consumption – helping
to save money and the environment.

My room has a lovely garden outside.
We had students come who worked
endlessly for about 10 days. They were
wonderful and the garden looks very nice.
Maggie, residential care resident
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PLANNING FOR
THE FUTURE
Over the past 12 months, the QVCare Board and
Management team have taken the opportunity to
refresh and strengthen our unique model of care,
to ensure it remains at the highest standard for
years to come.
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Supported by a successful application to the
Federal Government’s Business Improvement
Fund, we have been able to commence major
projects across four key areas of our organisation.
At each stage, the focus of our plans has been
to support and enhance our partnership with
residents to live their best lives.
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Personal and clinical care are at the centre of what QVCare
does, and the quality of these services is the single largest
determinant of our success. The complexity of providing
exceptional care requires us to continually evaluate our systems and
processes, to ensure they best meet the needs of residents.
That is why QVCare is upgrading our current electronic care
management system, to provide improved reporting accuracy and
enhanced clinical monitoring across personal and clinical care. At
the same time, we are implementing an innovative new medication
management system and providing specialist training to a group of
Extended Care Assistants in medication management.
Increasing the efficacy of our systems will provide QVCare with the
best-quality information to enhance our services and will provide staff
with more time to dedicate to resident support and care.
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SERVICES AND SUPPORT FOR DAILY LIVING
Services for daily living are not only about providing support for our residents, but
also improving residents’ quality of life, helping them to stay safe, and empowering
them to remain an active part of the community.
At QVCare, we seek to continuously improve our services to ensure they are meeting and
exceeding these goals. We are therefore enhancing the efficiency of our services for daily
living, including:

SWIMMING POOL FACILITIES

CLEANING SYSTEMS

A new pool hoist will increase rehabilitation
and recreation opportunities for residents
and ensure current and future residents with
physical limitations have increased access
to the pool facility. A new pool heat pump
will mean we are able to reduce our energy
footprint, while ensuring the pool temperature
remains comfortable for residents.

Residents require and deserve a pleasant
and safe environment; ensuring our cleaning
services are at the highest standard is a key
part of that. We are implementing a new
cleaning management system that will offer
time-saving efficiencies for staff, and support
residents to communicate cleaning needs at
the moment they are required.

CATERING SYSTEMS

THERMAL SCANNER

Providing delicious meals that meet our
residents’ dietary needs and preferences
is a vital part of our care, and we are
continually striving to deliver the best
possible experience to our residents. We are
currently implementing a new catering system
to ensure the ordering process and meal
quality is always exceptional, and that menu
planning and service delivery is working at
its best. This includes a new hot box system
and adjustments to our delivery process, to
ensure our residents get the premium meal
experience they expect.

For the safety of our residents during the
Covid-19 pandemic, QVCare has implemented
strict management processes for visitors,
health professionals, contractors, and staff as
they enter our facilities. To safeguard these
processes and enhance the quality of service
delivered to staff and visitors, we are installing
a new state-of-the-art thermal scanner at the
QVCare entrance.

DUCTED HEATING
We are installing a new ducted heating system
for each room, ensuring that temperatures
can be set and maintained according to
residents’ needs. Not only will this help reduce
the carbon footprint of our facilities, but it
will also ensure we can provide the optimal
environment for our residents’ comfort.
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PERSONAL AND CLINICAL CARE
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ROYAL COMMISSION RESPONSE

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
AND MARKETING
At QVCare, we are proud of our 130-year
history, as well as our prime location, leading
facilities, and progressive approach. We also
understand that our well-regarded position
within the community relies on ongoing and
effective communication with people, in a way
that they wish to be communicated with.
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GOVERNANCE
AND PROCESSES
Providing the best quality care for
our residents relies on effective operations
behind the scenes. Across QVCare, our
teams work hard to ensure that facilities and
services are of the highest possible standard –
including finance, human resources, and asset
management.
To support our operational teams to work
even more efficiently, QVCare has launched
several initiatives designed to optimise our
organisational processes and technologies.
This will ensure operations continue to run as
smoothly as possible for our residents, and
that our technology and governance processes
are an example of excellence within the aged
care sector.

To support our commitment to ongoing
engagement with our residents and local
community, QVCare is investing in new
communication tools, refreshing our online
presence, and exploring new opportunities to
develop our business strategies. This will help
to ensure that our outward presence reflects
our premium services, as well as ensuring that
our organisation is able to meet community
expectations now and into the future.

Containing 148 wide-ranging
recommendations, the Final Report promotes
safe and timely care to assist older people to
live an active, self-determined, and meaningful
life in a safe and caring environment.
In April 2021, Jacqui Marden, Executive
Manager Aged Care and Governance, hosted
a presentation to QVCare residents and
volunteers about the Final Report’s findings,
to keep residents informed and to hear
feedback and questions. The following month,
the Government issued its official response,
promising a $17.7 billion aged care reform
package, to be spent over a five-year period
across five key areas:
• home care
• residential aged care services and
sustainability
• residential aged care quality and safety
• workforce
• governance.

At QVCare, we have been working hard in
recent years to prepare ourselves for the
future. This includes closely reflecting on all of
the legislative changes borne from the Royal
Commission. Through this work, not only have
we been able to ensure we meet the new
Standards, but also to surpass expectations by
innovating at every opportunity.
We have examined the research and
conducted a full systems analysis across our
clinical and residential care processes. We have
been able to integrate the recommendations
across all parts of our organisation – including
our committees, our reporting processes,
our data analysis, our clinical indicators, and
more – to maximise the quality of care and the
safety of residents.
Throughout the Royal Commission, our goal
at QVCare has been to authentically reflect on
our processes in order to achieve the highest
standards of clinical care for our residents,
as well as the indicators that create better,
happier, healthier lives.
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The Final Report of the Royal Commission into
Aged Care Quality and Safety was issued in
February 2021. The report, Care, Dignity, and
Respect, helps to progress understandings of
the aged care system as it exists today, and
envisage a new direction for the future.
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STRATEGIC
PLAN

The Covid-19 pandemic is a challenging and
ever-changing situation. Although Tasmania
has been lucky to avoid the high infection
numbers and restrictions experienced by
many other states, QVCare remains vigilant
in prioritising the safety and wellbeing of our
residents and staff.

This year marked the launch of QVCare’s
Strategic Plan 2021–24, containing each stage
of our roadmap to becoming the Centre of
Excellence in Aged Care in Tasmania by 2024.

This year, we held Covid team meetings twice
weekly to assess the situation and enact
a rapid response if needed. Our Outbreak
Management Plan was revised through
desktop audits, including a Work Safe plan and
the Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission,
and we have risen to the occasion in adapting
our processes to meet new compliance and
legislative requirements.
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Infection control has been a major focus across
our facilities, with the addition of Infection
Prevention and Control Lead training in
February. Kelly Moore, Clinical Lead at QVCare,
completed all necessary training and led the
team by revising our Outbreak Management
Plans and attending weekly forums to gain the
latest knowledge and best practices.
All of our staff have been trained in infection
control, including scenario training, to ensure
that we are ready to protect our residents
should we face a Covid-19 outbreak in the
future.
As the Covid-19 vaccinations were made
available this year, we partnered with
Lindisfarne Amcal Pharmacy to provide onsite Covid-19 vaccinations for the safety and
convenience of residents and staff.
As we look ahead to a post-Covid world,
we will continue to uphold the highest health
and safety standards, to assess and plan
for changing situations, and to keep
residents and their families
informed every step of
the way.

A weekend workshop was held in January
2021, which enabled the Board and QVCare
team to review our current progress and
envision the next three years of growth. We
are proud to have created a bold Strategic
Plan that builds on our current successes,
and presents ambitious goals, priorities, and
actions for the future.

OUR VISION
To be the Centre of excellence
for an ageing well community.

OUR PURPOSE
We partner with people
to live their best life.

OUR VALUES

RESIDENT
AND CARER
CENTRED
CARE

KNOWLEDGE EMPATHY

Our people
value continual
learning, and
Our residents and we partner with
the community
their Carers are
to expand and
at the centre of
deepen our
everything we do.
knowledge.

We take the
time to listen
and understand
things from
another’s point
of view.

ACCOUNTABILITY

COURAGE

We have the
courage to
We are
question the
accountable for
status quo, stand
our actions, and
we acknowledge up for what
and improve from is right, take
reasonable risks,
our mistakes.
and be adaptable
to change.

THE FOUR PILLARS OF OUR STRATEGIC PLAN
1. CARE

2. PEOPLE

QVCare exceeds the
Aged Care Quality
Standards.

Our residents, our
community, and
our Carers are
at the centre of
our focus and are
collaborative.

This pillar ensures
that… our residents
are treated with
dignity and respect,
and we are their
partner to ensuring
they make informed
choices about their
care and services,
and live the life they
choose.

This pillar ensures
that… our residents
receive quality care
and services when
they need them,
from people who
are knowledgeable,
capable, and caring.

3. G
 ROWTH AND 4. ENABLEMENT
INNOVATION Our governance and
We grow as an
organisation by
innovating and
learning from
leading practices
through shared
learning.
This pillar ensures
that… our services
and supports optimise
residents’ wellbeing
and independence in
an environment that is
safe and comfortable.

operational practices
enable us to become
the Centre of
Excellence in Aged
Care in Tasmania by
2024.
This pillar ensures
that… QVCare is a
reputable and trusted
organisation enabling
all Tasmanians to
live their best life by
providing personalised
and dignified
community care.
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COVID-19
UPDATE
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CHAIR - ANN MURRAY brings extensive knowledge of executive
management with more than 25 years of experience in operations,
finance, strategic planning, and governance with Mayne Nickless and Toll.
Ann is a former Director of Transend Networks PL, Premium Events,
TTA, and Magnolia House. Ann holds a Master of Business Administration
from the University of Tasmania and has completed a strategic
management programme through Macquarie University. In 2008,
Ann was announced as the Tasmanian Corporate Winner of the Telstra
Businesswomen’s Award.

NICOLAS TURNER is the former Chair of the QVCare Board. Nicholas
has more than 30 years of experience as a journalist and public relations
professional in Tasmania, and is currently the Executive Chairman of
public relations, advertising, and marketing agency Cor Comms. Nicholas
is a former reporter with the Mercury newspaper and former national
and Tasmanian Present of the Public Relations Institute of Australia
(PRIA). He is a Life Member of the PRIA and OHA Hockey Club in Hobart,
as well as a Director of Cricket Tasmania.
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ANNETTE MARLOW is a Registered Nurse with 35 years of
experience working across the health and education sectors. Since 2010,
Annette has actively been engaged in multiple research and evaluation
projects, primarily focusing on the provision of quality professional
experience placements for health students – particularly those who are
placed within aged care facilities. In addition to her current employment,
Annette is a member of various regulatory and health-related
committees, locally and nationally.

JOSEF GIEDL brings experience from a diverse range of roles across
Queensland, Victoria, and Tasmania, including as an Engineering
Geologist, Quality Management Facilitator, Myers-Briggs Assessor, and
a Senior Project Manager with a large private engineering consulting
firm. Josef has a BSc Hons in Earth Sciences from Monash University, a
Graduate Diploma of Political Science from the University of Tasmania,
and is a past member of the Geological Society of Australia and the
Australian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.

VICTORIA NEWTON is a Human Resources professional with
experience both in Australia and overseas across a range of industry
sectors, including resources, health, manufacturing, and utilities. Victoria
is skilled in leading cultural change, organisational design, managing
talent, and developing individual and organisational capability. Victoria
is passionate about contributing to the creation of work environments
that offer value for both the employee and the employer. She holds a
Bachelor of Arts degree and Master of Business Administration.

DEE HOPKINS has been a CEO, Senior Executive, and Management
Consultant in the for-purpose and commercial sectors for over 30
years. Dee is currently the CEO of the Macular Disease Foundation and
serves on a number of Commonwealth and state preventative health
committees, being actively involved in aged care policy and reforms.
Dee is the former CEO of Carers Australia, holds a Master of Business
Administration, and is a graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.

NIGEL HILL is an experienced executive with a background working
within the government and not-for-profit sectors, including CEO
and senior management roles in the areas of education, training, and
disability. Nigel offers extensive skills in leading organisational change
and transformation, as well as in the development and implementation
of strategy planning for leading organisations. Nigel holds degrees in
Education and Applied Science, with postgraduate qualifications in
Education and a Master of Business Administration.

STEVEN MAYCOCK has many years of legal experience with toptier law firms, private companies, the Australian Stock Exchange, and
state and federal governments. Steven is currently General Counsel and
Company Secretary of Tasmanian Irrigation; a Fellow of the Governance
Institute of Australia and the Chartered Governance Institute; and a
member of the Association of Corporate Counsel Australia Executive
Committee Tasmania. Steven is a graduate of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors, with postgraduate qualifications in Corporate
Governance and Risk Management.

FRITZ SHOEMAKER is an entrepreneur and former CEO of a
multinational company, with experience in advanced manufacturing,
health care, hospitality, and retail. Fritz currently manages a network of
35 business improvement specialists across Victoria, Western Australia,
and Tasmania. He is an author of a book on business strategy, and a
Board Member for Westpac Heli Rescue Tasmania. Fritz holds multiple
degrees, including a Master of Business Administration, and is a Graduate
of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
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GOVERNANCE
OUR GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
With our goal of preparing
QVCare for its bright future,
we were proud to unveil the
new QVCare Strategic Plan
this year, which provides
the compass for our
organisational operations and
development until 2024.
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The Strategic Plan is enacted
by the QVCare Board to
oversee the way in which we
operate and ensures that we
meet regulatory changes,
best practices, policy and
procedure compliance, and
the highest quality and safety
standards of resident care.
The QVCare sub-committees
have enabled the Strategic
Plan to be rolled-out
and embedded across
organisational processes,
systems, and services.

FINANCE AUDIT AND
RISK COMMITTEE
There is no doubt that the
Covid-19 pandemic crisis
has tested our organisation
and introduced additional
budget pressure. This year,
the QVCare Management
team and Board embarked on
multiple initiatives to stabilise
and improve our financial
position.
This has resulted in QVCare
being in a stronger financial
position than before, with the
added success of a Business
Improvement Fund of almost
$1 million to further enhance
the resident experience
and our future business
sustainability. This has been
no mean feat for a small team,
with 16 projects developed
into four workstreams.
Dedicated project leads have
led their respective project
teams, with a remarkable
turnaround.
Like everything we do at
QVCare, this process has
involved our residents
every step of the way, with
meaningful engagement and
partnership on the design
and implementation of the
projects.

CLINICAL
GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE
At QVCare, we have an
ongoing commitment to
quality of care, safety,
and wellbeing across our
operations. This year,
our Clinical Governance
Committee introduced
the addition of a Clinical
Governance Framework, to
underpin and monitor these
commitments.
The Committee has gone
from strength to strength,
monitoring and reporting
performance across our
feedback, complaints,
and resident engagement
processes, our incident
management systems, and
our quality of life, clinical, and
national mandatory indicators.
Reporting progress and
results to our organisation
and the Board, the Clinical
Governance Committee
champions innovation in aged
care, research initiatives, staff
performance, development,
and competency, which all
result in the best possible
outcomes for our residents.

BOARD MEETING ATTENDANCE
Board of Directors
Committee
(10 meetings held)

Finance Audit and
Risk Committee
(12 meetings held)

Clinical Governance
Committee
(10 meetings held)

ATTENDED

ATTENDED

ATTENDED

ANN MURRAY

10

12

-

NICK TURNER

10

2

1

FRITZ SHOEMAKER

10

12

-

NIGEL HILL

10

-

10

JOSEF GIEDL

9

11

-

DEE HOPKINS

10

-

9

ANNETTE MARLOW

7

-

10

STEVEN MAYCOCK

7

8

-

VICTORIA NEWTON

8

-

5

DIRECTORS

AGED CARE QUALITY AND SAFETY
COMMISSION ACCREDITATION UPDATE
This year, QVCare received
formal notification from
the Aged Care Quality and
Safety Commission (ACQSC)
that our re-accreditation
application and selfassessment has been
accepted.

Communications to notify
residents, representatives,
and staff of an ACQSC
site audit, including how
feedback can be given, has
been issued.

The Notice has been placed
in accordance with the
Safety Commission Rules
2018, in prominent locations
at QVCare, including signage
throughout the facility on
doors and noticeboard.
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The Covid-19 pandemic added an extra layer
of complexity to our response, especially
concerning resident and staff wellbeing and
safety. Increased expenditure was required
across several areas including reception
staffing, cleaning, and personal protective
equipment. The Federal Government
and health departments were supportive
throughout this period, and approximately
$364,000 was received in government
assistance in 2020/21 to help fulfil the costs of
these additional requirements.
While the increase in our direct care and
accommodation income was modest at three
percent, revenue was positively impacted
by better financial results for the Registered
Training Organisation and Teaching Aged
Care Facility, which amounted to $361,700
– a 26 percent increase. The successful
Business Improvement Fund grant – $290,000
in 2020/21 – also positively impacted
revenue. These increases have affected the
representativity of “other income”, which grew
from 6.6 percent in 2019/20 to 10.8 percent in
2020/21.
We were also able to achieve cost efficiencies
in our processes, with a total decrease of
10.6 percent – most of which consisted of
Residential Aged Care facility labour costs and
administration expenditure. The overall shift
is very positive, and we are confident that
we will achieve financial sustainability as we
rollout our organisational strategic initiatives.

The improved operational performance
directly impacted QVCare’s net operating
cash flow, which went from a deficit of $1.59
million in 2019/20 to a surplus of $1.04 million
in 2019/20 – an improvement of $2.63 million.
When removing the impact of the revaluation
adjustment of the investment properties, the
2019/20 result would have been a surplus of
$512,000, resulting in a $527,000 year-on-year
– or over 100 percent.
QVCare’s balance sheet remains healthy, with
net assets amounting to $8.51 million and
current assets representing 150.5 percent of
current liabilities. This means that QVCare
remains able to pay its debts as and when
they become due and payable.
QVCare continues to operate within a complex
environment as the Federal Government
implements the Royal Commission’s
recommendations. These include a new aged
care funding instrument due to go online in
October 2022, as well as significant changes
in regulatory and compliance requirements
and reporting. The Covid-19 pandemic remains
a risk, albeit lower than other jurisdictions,
due to State Government initiatives and a
successful vaccination campaign. Within
this scenario, QVCare continues to monitor
and adjust its short- and long-term goals via
internal and external indicators.
The charts provide a summary of QVCare’s
financial outcomes. A complete set of financial
statements are separately available upon
request, alongside prudential information,
Directors’ statements, and audit certificates.

MILLIONS

While operational expenditure was reduced
this year, capital expenditure increased by
27.4 percent, or $276,000, mainly due to the
re-roofing project for the whole facility and
the installation of upgraded, more efficient,
solar panels. The overall movements resulted
in an increase of 3.8 percent in plant, property,
and equipment value, and 2.5 percent in total
assets.

ASSETS
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NET
CASHFLOW
FROM
OPERATING
ACTIVITIES

1.0

$1,039,279
$556,000

0.5
Millions

After three consecutive years of increasing
financial losses, QVCare this year faced a
challenge: we needed to improve our bottomline position, while maintaining or enhancing
the high quality of our services. We responded
by launching several initiatives during the
second trimester of 2020, and we are proud
to have achieved a substantial financial
turnaround. We moved from a deficit of $2.47
million1 to a deficit of just $162,2002 – an
outstanding improvement of $2.31 million.
This was achieved through an increase of 5.3
percent in total revenue and a decrease of
10.6 percent in expenditure.

$47.3m
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$1,285

500
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This value excludes $2,103,437 Fair Value Adjustment of Investment Property, which when considered, reduces the
deficit to $370,247. Also, note that in FY2019/20, QVCare received $240,189 in Covid-19 Government Assistance.
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T
 his amount includes a $148,100 loss on the sale of Independent Living Units, which if excluded, would take
QVCare’s net result closer to breaking even, with a small $14,100 loss.
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GRANT UPDATES
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT FUND

AGED CARE APPROVALS ROUND

A Business Improvement Fund of $944,911
was awarded to QVCare on 12 January 2021,
to strengthen our systems and processes, to
ultimately enhance the resident experience
and future business sustainability.

This year, we submitted an application
for a capital grant to refresh the resident
environment, with a vision for a Northern
Entry Hub to join the three resident living
areas with a central community entrance.
This was designed to meet the needs of
our residents with memory needs, ensuring
their safety and creating an enabling natural
environment.

The four workstreams that make up QVCare’s
Business Improvement Fund project include:
personal and clinical care, services and
support for daily living, governance and
processes, and business development and
marketing.
Across the year, we commenced
implementation across the four project
workstreams, noting our progress and early
results in two performance reports, submitted
to the Commonwealth in April and August
2021. A Final Report and Financial Acquittal
Report are due on 31 January 2022.
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HOME CARE AND COMMONWEALTH
HOME SUPPORT PROGRAM
We lodged a grant application for the Home
Care and Commonwealth Home Support
Program (CHSP) on 5 February 2021, seeking
$71,748 in funding for the purpose of Allied
Health and Therapy Services, Domestic
Assistance, and Home Maintenance in
providing Home Support Services.
We were successful in our application,
which means we are now able to grow
the home care services in our village and
local community. We have commenced
the service framework and service
delivery is being implemented.

We scoped improvements to the dining room,
plus a new café, allied health hub, and internal
gardens. We aimed to refurbish a closed area,
called Upper John Rowland, to 12 apartments
for residents with dementia needs to live in a
smaller home-like space with a natural flow to
the hub.
Unfortunately, our application for the
$7 million was ultimately unsuccessful.
However, the research and the plans
remain an exciting blueprint for future
opportunities for QVCare.

STAY CONNECTED
13 Milford Street Lindisfarne TAS 7015
(03) 6243 3100
admin@qvcare.com.au
www.qvcare.com.au
facebook.com/QVCare

